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How do Link slabs work?

Ends of bridge decks are connected or linked 
together with the UHPC link slab establishing  
a pinned connection between the slabs.  
The girder’s points of rotation are shifted from 
bearing to the link slab and the translation due 
to girder’s rotations are shifted from deck joint 
to the bearings.

Why Cast in Place UHPC Link 
Slabs are NOT widely used?

Preparation, placement, curing and the 
surface finishing of UHPC is complex and 
most bridge owners and contractors are 
unfamiliar with this technology.

Functioning of Deck Joint system

Functioning of Link Slab system

Why use Link Slabs?

The primary purpose of a link slab is to 
eliminate deck joints in existing bridges.  
Almost all deck joints start leaking soon  
after the installation - causing accelerated  
deterioration of girder ends, bearings,  
and substructures; thus requiring frequent  
maintenance. 

Typical multi span bridge with girder 
discontinuity at intermediate supports

What are Link Slabs?

Link slabs are the connections between two 
adjacent decks at intermediate supports  
of multi-span bridge without girder continuity  
at the supports. Link slabs avoid the need for  
deck joint systems at intermediate supports 
where girder continuities at intermediate  
supports are not feasible or when they are  
uneconomical.

 
The cost of mobilization for the mixing and  
placing of UHPC is significant. Technical  
support and QC testing of UHPC is signifi-
cantly more expensive than conventional 
cast in place concrete construction. 
 
Casting, curing, and grinding of cast in  
place UHPC link slabs takes up significant 
construction time in the field and makes 
cast in place UHPC unsuitable in most  
accelerated bridge rehabilitation situations.

Cast in Place UHPC Link Slab

Column and cap beam deterioration 
due to deck joints leakage

Intermediate support of a typical multi span bridge

Girder end deterioration 
due to deck joint leakage



• Greater freedom in span arrangements in multi- 
span bridges can be achieved. Inefficiencies 
due to span imbalances in superstructure  
designs will reduce overall bridge costs.

• Uplift of superstructures at some supports of  
continuous superstructures can occur when  
adjacent spans vary significantly. No such  
effect is produced when such spans are  
connected using Ultra-LS® link slabs.

• Design of new or replacement bridge super-
structures (steel or prestressed concrete) are 
simpler since the girders are designed as simply 
supported. Splice designs for steel girders are 
not required. Fatigue considerations are  
simplified since stress reversals are avoided  
due to the simple span arrangements. 

• Live load continuity connections at inter- 
mediate supports are not necessary with the 
use of Ultra-LS® precast link slabs. This eliminates 
the need for considering the positive moments 
at supports due to the time dependent effects. 
In addition, designing for the negative live load 
moments at intermediate supports are not re-
quired as the Ultra-LS® link slab acts as a hinge.

• Tension in the deck due to live load is signifi-
cantly reduced and well within the modulus 
of rupture of concrete, hence no additional 
reinforcement to resist live load induced tension 
is needed in the deck. Since there is little  
tension in concrete decks due to live load 
effects, significant reduction in cracking of 
concrete decks in multi-span bridges is to be 
expected.

Ultra-LS® 
Precast UHPC Link Slabs 
(patent pending)

Ultra-LS® Link Slabs will significantly 
reduce or eliminate the issues  
associated with the cast in place 
UHPC link slabs. Ultra-LS® provides 
affordability and schedule advan-
tages to contractors and owners.

Regardless of its use for  
eliminating joints in existing 
decks, new decks, or new  
bridges - Ultra-LS® link slab 
offers outstanding value and  
versatility at a reasonable  
cost to bridge owners!

Benefits of Ultra-LS® UHPC Link Slabs on new bridges/superstructures 
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